
ere comes a proprietary process
that turns black-and-white film into

a whole new palette of beautiful, rich
tones that promise to add a new dimen-
sion to your work. It’s called “.dr5,” and it
isn’t a film, but instead, is a process. We’re
all familiar with the Kodak kit that turns 
T-Max into slides, but .dr5 is neither a kit
nor an E-6 process.

You begin by selecting from among 25
popular black-and-white negative films
made by companies such as Kodak, Ilford,
Agfa, and Macco. The exposed film is
immersed in one of two specially formu-
lated developers. When complete, the
resulting images become black-and-white
transparencies. 

This process was invented in late 1980s
by New York photographer David Wood.
His goal was to provide his clients with
high-quality black-and-white transparen-
cies for reproduction. Nothing like that
existed, so he utilized his two-year degrees
in chemistry and photography to come up
with this proprietary process. For seven
years Wood kept this process to himself,
but then decided to offer it to other pro-
fessional photographers.

He established his business through 
A & I Labs in Los Angeles, making down-
town affiliate lab AIM his home base. Word
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R E V I E W:

The .dr5 Process for
Black-and-White Chromes 
by Bobbi Lane

What if you could have the
sharpest black-and-white
films in transparency form
up to a 10-stop tonal
range, achieve an almost
endless array of cool to
warm tones, and also have
the ability to scan, print,
dupe and reproduce
beautifully?

H

Take a look at the warm tones of this image captured on Ilford SFX
and processed in .dr5 Developer 1

           



quickly spread to top advertising locals
and fine-art photographers nationwide. At
the 1999 PhotoPlus West, the AIM/DR5
booth garnered “Best of Show.”  

Why Use .dr5?
Many photographers will ask, “Why not
use regular black-and-white film, and sim-
ply tone the prints?” The answer is,
“Because nothing similar to .dr5 exists.”
With an array of films compatible for the
.dr5 process (complete with push/pull
capabilities, and various tones), photog-
raphers can create a “look” unseen
before.

First, you select a black-and-white emul-
sion for its individual characteristics, then
choose one of the two .dr5 processes to
suit your taste. Increased sharpness and
excellent scanning and duping char-
acteristics make .dr5 an ideal choice for
any reproduction method.  Stock photog-
raphers can deliver original black-and-
white slides to agents without making
copies. Personally, I have a half-dozen
outstanding Type “R” prints in my port-
folio from .dr5 that retain the original
tones without any color shift.

The Process 
The .dr5 process is a true reversal of black-

and-white negative films. Reversing black-
and-white films have been around, but not
with this type of flexibility. Chemicals and
baths are hand-mixed; there are no pre-
packaged chemicals. Wood’s formulations
provide outstanding tonal ranges, and
images retain detail in both rich blacks and
bright whites. The sharpness is five times
that of black-and-white negatives, with
400 speed films rivaling that of 100 speed
E-6 films. Another .dr5 strong point is its
ability to increase or decrease contrast by
ISO changes and altered developing times.
Pushing film increases contrast; pulling
decreases it. (Note, however, that not all
25 compatible films have that option. Go
to www.dr5.net under “film reviews” to
find the “normal” rating for a particular
film.) Film is processed either in Devel-
oper 1, which is neutral, or Developer 2,
which is warm. The processing fee is
$13.50 for 35mm (add $2.00 for mount-
ing) and 120; $25.00 for 220; $4.25 for
4×5; and $9.00 for 8×10, with pushes run-
ning $.75 per half stop.

Wood can process Agfa’s Scala at an ISO
rating of 50 to 400. When processed in
.dr5, Scala, a silver-rich, black-and-white
negative film, produces a superior tonal
range and a greater D-Max than in its own
reversal process. It also eliminates green

crossover in the blacks, and can be pro-
cessed in Developer 2 for a sepia tone.

Films not compatible with the .dr5 pro-
cess include: Agfa APX; Foma-pan (not to
be confused with Foma-T and Foma-R);
Fuji SS and Fuji Acros; and all E-6 and
C-41-process films. Other films that do
work well with .dr5 include ORWO,
Verichrome-Pan and Arista.

The Machine
Processing is done in a custom-built “dip
and dunk” machine from Technolab-Italy.
It offers near-perfect test control strips
while eliminating “human error” vari-
ables. The result is tremendously clear and
crisp emulsions. The process enhances
the performance of other films, including
TMY, which has a strange emulsion (even
for regular processing and printing). Like-
wise, HP5 can be pushed to 3200, making
it the fastest of all the .dr5 films.  

The Films 
Color photographers typically choose
from a wide array of color transparency
films, based on features like color balance,
sharpness, speed, etc. The .dr5 process
allows similar options in the black-and-
white world. For example, Tri-X 35mm
processed in .dr5’s Developer 1 is soft and

This scene of a country church was captured on FP4 film, and processed in .dr5’s Developer 1.
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slightly warm; FP4 is neutral and sharp.
When both films are introduced to Devel-
oper 2, the Tri-X gets a little warmer and
slightly yellow; FP4 becomes rich and
chocolatey. Likewise, the Ilford films run
much cooler than Kodak. (Experimenta-
tion with each, however, is key.) The films
range in basic contrast from the incredi-
ble 10-stop range of TXP, to the high con-
trast of Tech Pan, which is virtually
grainless. The web site is user-friendly;
drag the mouse across the screen for
printed information on speeds and char-
acteristics, as well as demonstrations of
change from Developer 1 to Developer 2.

Eventually, everyone finds how their
favorite film responds to .dr5. I love the
softness and warmth of 35mm or 120 TX
in either developer for tender and friendly
portraits. For a harder and more dramatic
portrait, I use FP4. I love the richness and
sharpness of Plus-X, which, due to its
unique properties, can only be developed
in Developer 2. Similarly, Ilford’s SFX has
a cold, clean and silvery quality, and
warms up with just a slight red in Devel-

oper 2. Ilford’s Delta 400 features a
slightly softer and grainier look, with
a hint of selenium. My recent favorite
for f lowers is T-Max 100 in Devel-
oper 2.  My latest group of students
loved the high contrast and rich
deep blacks of Tech Pan for low-key
shots. 

Tri-X Quite Versatile in .dr5 
Not many photographers realize that Tri-X
features many different emulsion varieties.
When processed in .dr5, the film demon-
strates a great range of interesting proper-
ties. Available in 35mm and 120, Tri-X (TX)
has the smoothest look of the Tri-Xs. Its
normal .dr5 speed is 320, but it can be
pulled from 200 and pushed to 1000. As
mentioned before, it appears a little soft
and creamy in Developer 1, and just
slightly toned in Developer 2. TXP, avail-
able only in 120 and 220, is the premiere
film of choice for .dr5, because of its great
versatility. Normal is 125, but it can be
rated anywhere from 25–320, with little
loss in quality while maintaining an amaz-
ing 10-stop tonal range. Developer 1 ren-
ders it almost neutral; developer 2 creates
a stunning sepia/brown. Likewise, TXT is
the larger format version in 4×5 and 8×10;
its quality falls between the other two. It
can be rated from 50–500, and Developer
2 gives it a slight sepia tone.

Other Services 
Bleaching is used to lighten underex-
posed film, and often adds the effect of
slight solarization. Films also can be blue-
toned, and Wood will send you his
recipes for bleaching and toning.  The
NYC lab also offers custom R prints up to
20×24 in either standard or super gloss,
dupes and copying on .dr5 from flat art,
scanning and digital retouching services.
The lab is located at 307 W. 38th St.
#1910, New York, NY 10018. Wood’s tele-
phone number is 212-244-9085.  

This process opens up the creative pos-
sibilities for all areas of photography—
commercial, editorial and fine art. I’m
continually amazed at the results I get,
and how much control I have over the
films and the amount of detail held in the
extremes. Wood’s commitment to help-
ing his customers is awesome, as is his
passion for producing top quality images.
I highly recommend giving the .dr5 pro-
cess a try. n

Bobbi Lane is a commercial and stock
photographer with more than 25 years
experience. A prize-winning photo edu-
cator, she teaches regularly at the Santa
Fe and Calumet Institute workshops.
Bobbi’s web site is www.bobbilane.com.
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Notice the tonal differences in this comparison shot: Kodak’s Tri-X processed in .dr5 Developer 1 (left) and Ilford’s SFX processed in
.dr5 Developer 2 (right). 

Not many photographers realize

that Tri-X features many

different emulsion varieties. 

This image was captured on Tri-X
and processed in Developer 2.

                   




